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Abstract—Energy efficiency of computing devices has
become a dominant area of research interest in recent
years. Most previous work has focused on architectural
techniques to improve power and energy efficiency; only
a few consider saving energy at the algorithmic level. We
prove that a region of perfect strong scaling in energy
exists for matrix multiplication (classical and Strassen)
and the direct n-body problem via the use of algorithms
that use all available memory to replicate data. This means
that we can increase the number of processors by some
factor and decrease the runtime (both computation and
communication) by the same factor, without changing the
total energy use.
Keywords-Energy lower bounds, Communicationavoiding algorithms, Energy efficient algorithms, Power
efficiency

I. Introduction and Motivation
In recent years, energy efficiency of computing devices has become a dominant area of research interest.
While a large body of work has focused upon architectural techniques to improve power and energy efficiency
(see [1] for a survey through 2008), few publications
consider the energy efficiency at the algorithmic level.
In this work, we model algorithm runtime T and execution energy E via a small set of architectural parameters
and extend previous work on communication-avoidance
to derive lower bounds on the amount of energy that
must be consumed during runtime. From these bounds,
we prove that a realm of perfect strong scaling in
energy exists (i.e. for a given problem size n, the
energy consumption remains constant as the number
of processors p increases and the runtime decreases
proportionally to p) for matrix multiplication (classical
and Strassen) and the direct (O(n2 )) n-body problem.
In addition to these results, the bounds on energy allow
us to discuss a number of problems as we vary the
number of processors and memory size (assuming a
fixed process technology). For example:
1) What is the minimum energy required for a computation?
2) Given a maximum allowed runtime T , what is the
minimum energy E needed to achieve it?
3) Given a maximum energy budget E, what is the

minimum runtime T that we can attain?
4) The ratio P = E/T gives us the average power
required to run the algorithm. Given a bound
on average power, can we minimize energy or
runtime?
5) Given an algorithm, problem size, number of processors and target energy efficiency (GFLOPS/W),
can we determine a set of architectural parameters
to describe a conforming computer architecture?
To conclude, we apply the energy model to the
physical parameters of an actual machine and evaluate
accuracy. We scale the model parameters in an attempt
to gain insight into the future technology trends required
to achieve a desired level of energy efficiency.

II. Deriving Lower Bounds on Algorithm
Energy Consumption
Machine model
In this work and as in [2], we consider the same
abstract model of a distributed machine shown in Figure
1(b). In this model, each processing node is homogeneous and linked within an abstract network topology.
To communicate, words are packed into contiguous
messages before being communicated to another processor. Synchronization is handled through messages; thus
synchronization costs are part of the message count.
Furthermore, as the number of processors within the
distributed machine scales we assume that the link
parameters (per-message and per-word costs) remain
constant (more on this to be discussed later). The link
transmissions define communication between the local
memories of two individual processing elements. This
model can be applied to any physical machine that
involves a communication network; i.e. large clusters
or System on Chip (SoC) designs with an on-board
communication network between processing cores.
We note that the algebraic model derived here for
the distributed machine can be extended or modified to
suit the desired future machine environment with greater
accuracy. This can aid in utilizing the lower bounds on
algorithm characteristics to aid hardware development.
As an example, in the cases of the n-body problem and

2.5D matrix multiplication we also will present energy
models for a machine of the type presented in Figure
2.
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Energy model
To model the total energy cost E of executing an
algorithm, we sum the energy costs of computation
(proportional to the number of flops F ), communication
(proportional to the number of words W and messages
S sent), memory (proportional to the memory used
M times the runtime T ) and “leakage” (proportional
to runtime T ) for each processor and multiply by the
number of processors p. This results in the expression
E = p(γe F + βe W + αe S + δe M T + e T ).

(a) Sequential model

(2)

(b) Distributed parallel model

Figure 1: Abstract machine models

This more complicated model allows for a greater
degree of parametrization by modeling two levels of
machine communication (as opposed to the one-level
distributed machine model primarily discussed).
Timing model
In order to obtain bounds on energy, we first represent
the runtime of an algorithm by adding the time for
computation and communication on a given processor.
This assumes no overlap; overlap could reduce the time
by at most a factor of 2 or 3, a constant factor omitted
for simplicity1 . The time to send one message consisting
of k words from one processor to another is modeled as
αt +kβt , where αt is the latency (seconds per message),
βt is the reciprocal bandwidth (seconds per word), and
k ≤ m, where m is the maximum size of a message.
We also assume m ≤ M , where M is the (maximum)
memory used. The total runtime T of a processor is
then
T = γt F + βt W + αt S.

(1)

where γt is the seconds per flop, F is the number of
flops, W is the total number of words sent, and S is
the total number of messages sent.
1 The model is flexible, and overlapping could be represented by a
max operation over the runtime components.

Figure 2: Two level machine model with 4 nodes and 4 cores
per node

Here γe , βe and αe are the energy costs (in joules) per
flop, per word transferred and per message, respectively.
δe is the energy cost per stored word per second.
The term δe M T assumes that we only pay for energy
on memory that we are utilizing for the duration of
the algorithm (a strong architectural assumption, but
suitable for a lower bound). e is the energy leakage per
second in the system outside the memory. Note that e
may encompass the static leakage energy from circuits
as well as the energy of other devices not defined within
the model such as disk behavior or fan activity.
We choose to represent runtime and system energy
via linear models. This is for simplicity, and reflects
our goal of attempting to capture general trends in algorithm behavior to guide design efforts. Thus, extremely
high model accuracy is not required to extract useful
results. Interestingly, a recent paper by McCullough et
al. [3] found that measuring total system power with
linear models resulted in a 2-6% error for multi-core
benchmarks (the paper warns about using such models
for subsystem power, however). This level of accuracy
is far greater than that required for this body of work. As
energy consumption parameters could be influenced by
more complicated processes (ex. processor heating and
cooling cycles), we may consider higher-order models
in future work.

III. Background on Communication Avoiding Algorithms
Communication lower and upper bounds
If one considers the execution of an algorithm as a
combination of computational and communication operations, it is natural to attempt to derive lower bounds
on the amount of communication required to compute a
given problem. In [2], we extend the work of Hong and
Kung [4] and Irony, Toledo and Tiskin [5] to prove a
general lower bound on the amount of data moved (i.e.,
bandwidth-cost) by a general class of linear algebra algorithms. This result holds for most direct linear algebra
algorithms including Basic Linear Algebra Subroutine
(BLAS) [6] operations (e.g. matrix-vector multiplication, matrix multiplication, and triangular solve with

one or multiple right hand sides) and computing LU,
Cholesky, LDLT , and QR decompositions, as well as
many eigenvalue/SVD computations. The result holds
whether the matrices are dense or sparse, and whether
the machine fits a two-level (Figure 1(a)) or distributed
memory model (Figure 1(b)).
In the sequential model, if a processor does F floating
point operations (flops) that satisfy the requirements
described in [2] and utilizes M words of fast memory,
then the total number of words W sent and received by
the processor satisfies



F
.
(3)
W = Ω max I + O, 1
M2
where I and O are the number of input and output
words, respectively2 . Following [2], we obtain a lower
bound on the number of messages S a processor sends
and receives by dividing the lower bound on the number
of words given in (3) by the size of the largest possible
message m. Thus, if a processor executes F flops as
before, we have



F
I +O
,
.
(4)
S = Ω max
1
m
mM 2
A similar expression to Equation 3 bounds word traffic
in the parallel model



F
W = Ω max 0, 1 − (I + O)
.
(5)
M2
with the parallel message bound derived in a similar
manner to Equation 4. In the parallel situation, if the
I + O term is larger than the amount of data needed to
do the flops, it is conceivable that there exists a parallel
algorithm with no communication assuming the correct
data layout.
In the case of dense matrix-matrix operations (LU
factorization, etc.), we have F = O(n3 ) and I + O =
O(n2 ), so the second term of the above bounds usually
dominates. On the other hand, for matrix-vector and
vector-vector operations (BLAS2 and BLAS1 functions,
respectively) the size of the input and output data is
the maximal term. These lower bound results have
been utilized to prove the communication optimality
of several new linear algebra algorithms, (reviewed
in [2]), and have also been extended to a model of
heterogeneous processing [7].
Reducing communication by using extra memory
In the case of parallel matrix multiplication where
1
1
data is distributed in blocks on a p 2 -by-p 2 grid, each
processor performs F = O(n3 /p) flops and utilizes
2 If the original input data does not reside in fast memory at the
start of the algorithm and the final output data must be written out of
fast memory at the end of the algorithm, then there is a trivial lower
bound based on the sum I + O of input and output words.

M = Ω(n2 /p) words of memory. This is the situation
when considering well-known methods such as Cannon’s algorithm [8] or SUMMA [9]. For reasons that
will soon become clear, we refer to these algorithms
as ”2D”. In Agarwal et al. [10], a matrix multiplication
algorithm for utilizing redundant copies of the input matrices is presented. Here, the input data is distributed on
1
1
1
a p 3 -by-p 3 -by-p 3 cube of processors and we hereafter
refer to this algorithm as a ”3D” matrix multiplication
algorithm. In 3D matrix multiplication, the amount of
2
local data increases to M = Θ(n2 /p 3 ) and results in
1
a factor p 6 reduction in words communicated, and an
even larger savings in the number of messages (see [11]
for more details).
In [11], Solomonik and Demmel propose an algorithm for matrix multiplication that utilizes redundant
copies of input matrices in a range between that of
the 2D and 3D algorithms. In other words, the ”2.5D”
matrix multiplication algorithm can use any amount of
local memory in a range
n2
n2
≤ M ≤ 2/3
p
p
1

(6)
1

and distributes data on a (p/c) 2 -by-(p/c) 2 -by-c cuboid
of processors where c is a data replication factor. This
algorithm has optimal communication costs of
 2 

  1
n
p 2
W =O
+ log c . (7)
,S = O
1
c3
(cp) 2
Note that when c = 1 (M = n2 /p), the algorithm
1
reduces to the classical 2D algorithm and when c = p 3
2
2
(M = n /p 3 ) it reduces to 3D matrix multiplication.
A key observation regarding 2.5D matrix multiplication is that the algorithm achieves perfect strong
scaling modulo log(P ) factors (i.e. for the same problem size and twice the processors, we can halve the
algorithm’s runtime) within the range of n2 /p ≤
2
M ≤ n2 /p 3 . To see this, we consider pmin to be
the smallest number of processors that can fit a given
problem size. In this situation, we must use a 2D
algorithm (M = Θ(n2 /pmin )) as we are unable to
replicate the input data to reduce communication. Thus,
1
1
2
2
Wpmin = O(n2 /pmin
) and Spmin = O(pmin
). If we
scale the problem to p = cpmin processors, we can
utilize the 2.5D algorithm with a bandwidth cost of
1
O(n2 /(c2 pmin ) 2 ) = Wpmin /c and message cost of
1
O((pmin /c2 ) 2 ) = Spmin /c. Thus, by utilizing c more
processors to solve the problem we can create redundant
copies of the input data to keep the communication
volume constant 3 . Solomonik and Demmel [11] also
propose an algorithm for 2.5D LU factorization that
3 For this to be true, the log c term in the expression for S in
Equation 7 does not dominate.

trices (increase M ) to decrease the amount of required
communication (i.e. decrease W and S). In standard
”2D” algorithms for matrix multiplication, each processor is given a local of problem of size M = Θ(n2 /p)
on which to work, i.e. one copy of the data is evenly
spread across the processors.
If equations (1), (2) and (8) are combined, we obtain
the following lower bounds on the amount of time and
energy required to run O(n3 ) parallel matrix multiplication, which are attained by the 2.5D algorithm4 :

(Bandwidth cost) x p

Classical
Strassen-like

p

0/2
pmin

pmin

p3/2
min

Figure 3: Limits of communication strong scaling for matrix
multiplication. Figure adapted from [12], [13]. Note that the
right portion of each line is not straight, but slightly concave.

1

is bandwidth optimal (W2.5DLU = O(n2 /(cp) 2 )) but
1
requires a larger S2.5DLU = Ω((cp) 2 ) messages (which
attains a different lower bound that applies to LU but
not matrix multiplication).
Unfortunately, as proved by Ballard et al. in [12], the
tactic of utilizing more memory to preserve strong scaling properties does not work indefinitely. In fact, this
perfect strong scaling for matrix multiplication cannot
w0
3
continue past p = Ω(n3 /M 2 ) (or p = Ω(nwo /M 2 )
for fast matrix multiplication algorithms that multiply
two n × n matrices in Θ(nω0 ) time, like Strassen),
where there is no way to use more memory to reduce
communication cost. These trends can be seen in Figure
2
3, where communication costs scale at a rate of 1/P 3
2
and 1/P w0 once the ability to utilize additional memory
has saturated.

IV. Time and Energy Lower and Upper
Bounds for Various Algorithms

T2.5DM M (n, p, M ) =

E2.5DM M (n, p, M ) =
(γe + γt e )n3


t e )
+ (βe + βt e ) + (αe +α
m
+
+

In the case of linear algebra algorithms (including
matrix-matrix multiplication) that perform O(n3 ) flops,
we know the following expressions for F , W and S in
Equation 1 from the results in [5], [2]:

+

W =

n3
pM

1
2

,

S=

W
.
m

(8)

As before, M is the memory used per processor
(which cannot exceed the physical memory per processor), m is the size of the largest message we can
send (m ≤ M ), and p is the number of processors. We
assume that we use at least enough memory to store one
copy of the data across all the processors, so M ≥ n2 /p
(we again omit constant factors for simplicity).
From prior work on 2.5D matrix multiplication [11],
we know that we can utilize redundant copies of ma-

1

3

δ e γt M n
 1
δe βt + δemαt M 2 n3 . (10)

E3DM M (n, p) =
(γe + γt e )n3


t e )
+ (βe + βt e ) + (αe +α
n2 p1/3
m
+

n3
,
p

n3
M2

In our above discussion of 2.5D matrix multiplication,
3
we observed that for pmin = n2 /M ≤ p ≤ n3 /M 2 ,
communication costs scale perfectly with increasing p.
Thus, each term of the runtime expression T2.5DM M decreases proportionately to p in this range. Because each
term of the energy expression E2.5DM M is independent
of p, the energy stays constant as we increase the number of processors with a constant amount of memory
3
per processor. At the 3D limit where p = n3 /M 2 , the
total energy is

Classical matrix multiplication (O(n3 ) algorithm)

F =

αt n3
βt n 3
γt n3
(9)
+ 1/2 +
p
M p mM 1/2 p

1
δe γt n5 p2/3

1
δe βt + δemαt n4 p1/3
.

(11)

Increasing p in the 3D case reduces the energy costs
due to memory usage, but increases the energy costs
due to communication.
It is reasonable to ask whether our model of constant
communication costs in time (βt and αt ) and energy
(βe and αe ) makes sense as p grows, since this makes
implicit assumptions about the interconnection network.
Our prior work shows that a 3D torus network is a
perfect match to this algorithm [14], and scales in total
size proportionally to p, so the pe T term in E should
capture its energy usage. As a side note, if we consider
4 Recall: n2 /M ≤ M ≤ n2 /p2/3 . Note that choosing M, m equal
to their maximum values n2 /p2/3 causes a log p term to appear in
the latency component. We omit this for simplicity.

the two level machine model of Figure 2 we obtain these
expressions for runtime and energy
T =

β ` n3
γt n2
βtn n3
+ √t
+ √
p
pn Mn
p M`

h
β n +β n  p
β ` +β ` 
E =n3 γe + γt e + e √Mt e ` + e√Mt e
n
`


`
n Mn
+
γ t δ e p` + δ e M `
 n
i

β t p`
βt`
`
n
√
√
+
δ
M
+
, (12)
+
δen M
e `
p`
M
M
n

`

where pn ,β n ,αn ,Mn and δ n are the number of nodes,
internode link word cost, internode message cost, node
memory size and node memory storage cost, respectively. Similar parameters for the intra-node characteristics are defined with a superscript l 5 and p = pn pl .
In the above expressions, the latency portion of the
communication has been eliminated for simplicity. It
can be added by substituting β = βm + α (with the
appropriate mn or ml ).
Strassen’s matrix multiplication
Fast matrix multiplication algorithms multiply two
n × n matrices in Θ(nω0 ) time, for some 2 < ω0 < 3.
For example, Strassen’s algorithm has exponent ω0 =
log2 7 ≈ 2.81. Using the Communication-Avoiding
Parallel Strassen (CAPS) algorithm [15], it is possible to
perform fast matrix multiplication with less communication than classical matrix multiplication. The asymptotic
costs are
nω0
W
nω0
, W =
, S=
.
F =
ω0
−1
p
m
2
pM
These match the communication lower bounds proved
in [13]. Repeating the analysis from above, we find that
the total energy is:
EF LM (n, p, M ) =
(γe + γt e )nω0


nω0
t e )
+ (βe + βt e ) + (αe +α
m
M ω0 /2−1
+
+

ω0

δ e γt M n

δe βt + δemαt M 2−ω0 /2 nω
0 (13)

in the case that n2 /p ≤ M ≤ n2 /p2/ω0 (here F LM
means “Fast matrix multiplication using Limited Memory.”). When M = n2 /p2/ω0
EF U M (n, p) =
(γe + γt e )nω0


t e )
+ (βe + βt e ) + (αe +α
n2 p1−2/ω0
m
+
+

δe γt n5 p−2/ω0

δe βt + δemαt n4 p1−4/ω0

(14)

5 With the exception of p and M which represent the number of
l
l
cores per node and size of core local memory.

where F U M means “Fast matrix multiplication using
Unlimited Memory.” As in the case of classical matrix
multiplication, the energy does not depend on p inside
a perfect strong scaling range, so scaling p by some
factor while holding M constant reduces the execution
time by that factor without affecting the total energy.
We can use this model to answer the same optimization
questions as in the introduction, but analytic solutions
are harder to obtain because ω0 appears in the powers
of M .
LU factorization
For dense LU decomposition, the 2.5D algorithm has
asymptotic costs
F =

n3
,
p

W =

n3
pM

1
2

,

S=

n2
.
W

It does strongly scale in the bandwidth term (which is
identical, modulo constant factors, to the term in 2.5D
matrix multiplication). However, it does not scale in
the latency term because of the critical path. Whether
this latency term is important depends on the machine
constants. This is an interesting area of exploration, as
the structure of LU has a critical path very similar to
that of many other linear algebra problems.
Direct n-body problem
Another example where perfect strong scaling is
possible is the direct (O(n2 )) implementation of the nbody algorithm, where each particle (or “object”) has
to directly interact with every other particle (this is not
limited to gravity or electrostatics, any interaction where
we can associatively combine the results of individual
interactions works). Like the cases of 2D and 3D linear
algebra algorithms, an n-body algorithm exists that
replicates data upon processors to reduce the amount
of required communication [16]. The computation and
communication costs for this algorithm are
F =

f n2
,
p

W =

n2
,
pM

S=

W
m

1

where n/p ≤ M ≤ n/p 2 and f that represents the
number of flops necessary to compute the interaction
of a pair of particles. Thus
Tnbody (n, p, M ) =

γt f n2
βt n 2
αt n2
+
+
p
Mp
mM p

(15)

Enbody (n, M ) =(f (γe + γt e ) + δe (βt + αt /m))n2
 n2
t e
+
(βe + βt e ) + αe +α
m
M
+
δe γt f M n2 .
(16)

Via a similar argument to that of matrix multiplication, we can see that the data-replicating n-body
algorithm achieves perfect energy scaling within the
1
range of n/p ≤ M ≤ n/p 2 . Again, we also note the
expressions for a two level model of the form presented
in Figure 2:
T =

f n2 γt
β n n2
β ` n2
+ t
+ t
p
Mn pn
M` p

+

+

e βt` )M`−1

+ δe f γt M` +

δe`
p` f γt Mn

+

δen βt` Mn
p` M`

+

δe p` βtn M`
Mn

i

.

(17)

The parameters in these expressions are defined as in
the two level equations for matrix multiplication, above.
As before, the latency component to the equations can
be added by substituting β = βm + α.
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with input size n
performs n log n flops in log n steps. In the sequential
case, a tight communication lower bound is known [4]:


n log n
W =Θ
.
log M
In the parallel case, the standard algorithm divides
the data between the p processors in a cyclic fashion,
allowing the first log(n/p) steps to be performed without communication. Then an all-to-all communication
of all the data is needed, after which this pattern repeats.
Note that if p ≤ nc for some constant c < 1, then only
a constant number of communication steps are needed.
Using a naive implementation of the all-to-all, the costs
are
n log n
n
F =
, W = , S = p.
p
p
Alternately, the message count can be reduced at the
cost of a higher word count, using a tree-based all-toall, giving
n log n
,
p

W =

n log p
,
p

+

δe γt n2 log n
p

δe βt n2 log p
.
p

We use our model to answer several optimization
questions related to energy, time, and power. In this
section we show how to answer these questions for
the direct n-body problem. The same techniques give
qualitatively similar, but more complicated, answers in
the case of classical matrix multiplication and Strassen’s
matrix multiplication (see details in the technical report
[18]).
A. Minimizing runtime or energy

Fast Fourier transform (FFT)

F =

+(βe + e βt + δe αt )n log p +

V. Applications of Energy Bounds to the
Direct n-body Problem

(p` βen + e p` βtn )Mn−1
(βe`

EF F T =(γe + e γt )n log n + (αe + e αt )p log p

Because of the log p factors, we won’t be able to
optimize these in closed form.


E =n2 (f γe + f γt e + δen βtn + δe` βt` )
+

and the energy is

S = log p.

This algorithm has recently been shown to be
communication-optimal in the BSP model [17]. In either
case, there is no perfect strong scaling range, since the
message count does not scale. Additionally, there is no
use for extra memory, so we always take M = n/p.
Using the second choice of communication costs, the
time is
γt n log n βt n log p
TF F T (n, p) =
+
+ αt log p
p
p

The runtime of the algorithm decreases as p or M
increases (see Equation 15). The minimum runtime is
when p is set as large as possible, and M is set to be
its maximum value M = √np .
For fixed n, total energy is minimized (see Equation 16) by using memory

1
βe + βt e + (αe + αt e )/m 2
M0 =
.
δ e γt f
Note that this expression is independent of p. Using
more memory than M0 is less energy efficient because
of the energy cost of keeping the memory on, whereas
using less memory is less energy efficient because of the
increased communication cost. The minimum energy is
∗
Enbody
(n) =Enbody (n, M0 )

=n2 f (γe + γt e ) + δe (βt + αt /m)


1
+ 2 (δe γt f (βe + βt e + (αe + αt e )/m)) 2 .
(18)
It is possible to use memory M0 and hence attain the
minimum energy use for p in the range
n2
n
≤ p ≤ 2.
M0
M0
In Figure 4(c) these runs are those along the green
line. Using more memory than M0 uses more energy
because the memory uses energy, whereas using less
memory than M0 uses more energy because the extra
communication uses more energy.
Note that minimizing energy and minimizing time
select different values of M and p. That is, in our model

“race to halt” is not always the guiding principle for
saving energy.
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Tmax ≥ γt f M02 + (βt + (αt /m))M0
then it is possible to achieve the absolute minimum
∗
energy Enbody
(n) within time Tmax , for example by
setting M = M0 , p = n2 /M02 .
Otherwise, it is necessary to use less memory than
M0 to be able to use enough processors to achieve the
running-time bound. To be precise, it is necessary to
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processors. The minimum energy to run in time at most
Tmax is attained by setting

minimum energy
given runtime limit

M

(βt + αt /m)n
2Tmax

(βt + αt /m)2 n2 + 4Tmax γt f n2
+
2Tmax

runs within a maximum time
runs within a total power budget
minimum energy runs

M0

An upper bound Tmax on the run time restricts us
to a region as shown in the crosshatched region in
Figure 4(c). Depending on the value of Tmax , this region
may or may not intersect the line of optimal energy
runs. If it does, it is possible to attain the minimum
∗
possible energy Enbody
within the time Tmax , otherwise
the lowest energy available is at the top-left corner of
the region allowed by Tmax .
Algebraically, if

p = pmin ,
√
and running in the 2D limit M = n/ p.
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C. Minimizing runtime given an upper bound on
energy
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Figure 4: Possible executions of the data-replicating n-body
algorithm for a fixed n. The thick red lines represent the
1D and 2D limits, and the algorithm can only be run for
values of p and M that lie in this range. The top graph (4(a))
shows the energy, which is independent of p, minimized at
M = M0 , and increases if M is increased or decreased
from that value. It also shows lines of equally spaced constant
runtime. Runtime is decreased by moving to the right or up.
The middle graph (4(b)) shows which runs are possible within
a given energy budget or per-processor power budget. The
bottom graph (4(c)) shows which runs are possible given a
maximum running time or a total power budget. The size
of these regions depends on the budget. Note that these
graphs are for illustrative purposes only, and use contrived
parameters.

Conversely, suppose we fix the maximum allowed
energy Emax and want to minimize the running time.
Since E depends only on M , not on p, this corresponds
to a restriction to the dark blue shaded region in
Figure 4(b), and the minimum time run is at the bottomright corner of that region.
Algebraically, minimizing T will always select a 2D
run, since increasing p from a data-replicating run until
it hits the 2D boundary decreases T without affecting
E. Further, the 2D runtime is a decreasing function of p,
so we only need to determine the maximum p such that
the 2D algorithm fits in the energy bound. This value
of p is given by.

p≤

Emax − An2
2nB
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2
−Emax + An2 − 4Bn4 δe γt f 
+

2nB

where
A = f (γe + γt e ) + δe (βt + αt /m)

F. Fix target GFLOPS/W, determine machine parameters

B = βe + βt e + (αe + αt e )/m.

Note that this expression is has an imaginary component
if the energy bound Emax is not attainable.
D. Minimizing runtime or energy given a bound on
total power
By considering that average power consumed is P =
we can use our previous expressions for E and T
to obtain an expression for power P :


γe f + βe /M + αe /(mM )
Pnbody = p
+ δe M + e .
γt f + βt /M + αt /(mM )
E
T,

tot
thus translates
An upper bound on total power Pmax
into an upper bound on the number of processors:

−1
γe f + βe /M + αe /(mM )
tot
p ≤ Pmax
+ δe M + e
.
γt f + βt /M + αt /(mM )
(19)
The fastest run will correspond to using the maximum
number of processors. The most energy efficient runs
correspond to using M = M0 and any number of processors in the range of n/M0 ≤ p and inequality (19).
This case corresponds to the magenta shaded region in
Figure 4(c).

E. Minimizing runtime or energy given a bound on
power per processor
Alternately we may want to minimize the runtime
given a bound on the power per processor. The bound
is
Pmax ≥

γe f + βe /M + αe /(mM )
+ δe M + e ,
γt f + βt /M + αt /(mM )

which we may solve for M to get
C + C 2 − 4γe γt f D
M≤
2δe γt f

This corresponds to the cyan shaded region in Figure 4(b). To minimize T , we would use as many
processors as possible, and as much memory as possible
√
subject to inequality (20) and M ≤ n/ p.
If M0 is in the range allowed by Pmax , then the global
minimum energy can be attained within a per-processor
power budget Pmax . If not, since E is a decreasing function of M for M < M0 , the minimum energy is when
M takes its maximum value allowed by inequality 20
n2
n
<p< M
and p is anywhere in the range M
2.

 12
(20)

where
C = γt f Pmax − γe f − e γt f − δe (βt + αt /m)
D = βe + αe /m − (βt + αt /m)Pmax − e (βt + αt /m).

If we fix a target number of GFLOPS/W that we wish
to achieve, that is fixing the ratio
f n2
,
∗
Enbody
∗
where Enbody
is given by equation (18). This ratio is
independent of p, M , or n, so we get a constraint on
the machine parameters αt , βt , γe , αe , βe , γe , δe , e ,
m.

VI. Case Study: NUMA nodes on a dualsocket server
As an example of possible uses for the energy
model, we consider the physical machine configuration as presented in Figure 5. This machine has
two Intel Sandy Bridge server processors (code-name
Jaketown) joined via Intel’s Quick Path Interconnect
(QPI) [19]. Each of these processor sockets has 4
separate channels to memory, representing two NonUniform Memory Access (NUMA) domains. Each
memory channel has 2 8Gb DIMMs for a total of 128Gb
of main memory (2 NUMA nodes*4 channels/node*2
DIMMs/channel*8Gb/DIMM). Each processor has 8
physical cores running at 3.1Ghz for a total of 16
physical cores. Parameters used to seed the model are
described in Table I. To obtain γe , we consider the
machine’s peak single-precision floating point capability
divided by the Thermal Design Power (TDP) of the die.
This is a perhaps overly-simplistic way to model γe ,
but has the advantage of being easily calculable and
represents a worst-case energy consumption scenario.
Unfortunately, such a choice of parameter does not
give insight into on-die sources of efficiency as on this
Jaketown chip all 8 cores and caches are categorized
via a single number.
In addition to the assumptions made for γe , we
calculate γt based upon the peak single precision performance of the chip. Also, we assume the leakage term
e = 0 (a large assumption that needs to be investigated
further) and that the energy cost per message is zero.
The energy cost per word was calculated as the time to

Table I: Parameters used in case study

Figure 5: Dual-socket 8-core Intel Jaketown machine modeled
within this case study.

send a message multiplied by the link power and then
divided by the message length.
To gain an initial impression of the effect from
scaling γe , βe and αe , for 2.5D matrix multiplication,
we hold the time parameters constant as well as the
number of processors in the model (p=2, as sockets
are considered processors in this case) and problem
size (n=35000). Unfortunately, for such a large problem
size and small number of processors we are outside
the theoretical region of strong scaling in p. However,
from Figure 6 we can see that halving either γe , βe
or αe independently results in a limited amount of
efficiency improvement when considering the metric of
GFLOPS/W. In particular, scaling βe has almost no effect while the benefits of scaling γe saturate after about
5 generations (assuming parameters reduce by half with
each generation). On the other hand, we obtain a desired
efficiency of 75 GFLOPS/W after 5 generations if we
are able to improve all three parameters together.
Of course, it is highly unlikely that energy efficiency
parameters will scale without any change in the time
parameters of the model. If time-dependent parameters
are also scaled, the desired level of efficiency should
arrive much faster. Despite the inaccurate assumptions
of the model, it does show that it benefits to target
energy efficiency improvements to components that
benefit the system as a whole. In the above example,
overall improvements can be gained by targeting on-die
energy or DRAM but not the efficiency of the QPI link.
In the near future, we intend to run the 2.5D matrix
multiplication and data-replicating n-body codes on the
actual machine modeled above to evaluate the predicted
energy consumption via a wall power meter and onchip energy counters (see [20] for more information).
We also would like to obtain parameters for the SoC
environment in hope of gaining insight into technology
scaling within the embedded space. If we consider the
problem of finding optimal machine parameters within
a given energy efficiency envelope and cost metrics,
we can solve the optimization problem via a steepest
descents approach to guide hardware development.

Core Freq (Ghz)
SIMD width (Single Precision)
Data width (bytes)
Cores on Node
Peak FP (GFLOP/s)
M (words)
m (words)
Chip TDP (W)
Link BW (Gb/s)
Link Latency (sec)
Link Active Power (W)
Link Idle Power (W)
DRAM DIMMS/socket
DRAM DIMM Power
γe (J/flop)
βe (J/word)
αe (J/msg)
δe (J/word/s)
e (J/s)
γt (s/flop)
βt (s/word)
αt (s/msg)

3.1
8
4
8
396.8
17179869184
17179869184
150
25.60
6.000E-08
2.15
0
8
3.1
3.78024E-10
3.78024E-10
0
5.7742E-09
0
2.5202E-12
1.56E-10
6.00E-08

Figure 6: Scaling γe ,βe , δe independently on case study
machine
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Figure 7: Scaling γe ,βe , δe together on case study machine

VII. Observations and Open Problems
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Effect of minimizing runtime/energy given a bound
on power and determining parameters given a
target GFlops/W value for matrix multiplication
Minimizing average power for the data-replicating
n-body algorithm
The effect of poor latency scaling by 2.5D LU
in various processing environments (embedded,
cluster, cloud)
Accurate measurement of model parameters (especially energy-based) and comparison to measurement techniques of other researchers
Does the model need temperature dependent terms
to accurately represent real computers?
Best ways to take advantage of strong scaling
regions offered by data-replicating algorithms and
the implications for hardware design
Energy benefits of communication-avoiding algorithms in general (not just data-replicating)
Exploring the effect of energy constraints on embedded platforms involved in real-time critical decision making and high latency communication
With expressions for runtime and energy, can we
add a few more parameters and be able to say
something about the minimum area required for
a certain level of efficiency?
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